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The placement of F0 peaks in Tashlhiyt Berber is highly variable, both within and
across speakers, even across repetitions of the same target sentence. We show that
peak placement is determined by a number of competing factors: in addition to a
general tendency for the peak to be placed on the rightmost syllable – a tendency
that is stronger in questions than in statements – the peak is attracted to the
syllable with the most sonorous nucleus and preferentially to heavy syllables.
Moreover, in words consisting entirely of obstruents, there are three possible in-
tonation patterns: no F0 peak at all, an anticipated peak (before the target word) or
a peak on a vocoid between two obstruents. The F0 peak is analysed phonologi-
cally as a H tone that is either associated with a postlexically determined syllable
or, if the syllable is not tone-bearing, aligned with the edge of the larger domain.

1 Introduction

Research into the phonology of Tashlhiyt Berber has mainly concentrated
on its phoneme inventory, syllable structure and sonority, intonation
having been somewhat neglected. Dell & Elmedlaoui sum up the situation:
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‘stress and intonation in Tashlhiyt are still terrae incognitae’ (2002: 14).
More recent studies have contributed to the general picture (Grice et al.
2011, Gordon & Nafi 2012), but have also shown that the intonation of
this language involves a high degree of variation, both within and across
speakers, especially with regard to the placement of F0 peaks, correspond-
ing to H tones. The aim of this paper is to account for the observed vari-
ability by disentangling the multiple factors responsible for the placement
of these F0 peaks.

2 Tashlhiyt Berber

Berber is an Afro-Asiatic group of languages spoken in large parts of
North Africa, stretching from the Atlantic to the oasis of Siwa in
Western Egypt. It is spoken by substantial numbers of people in
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Mauritania, Mali and Niger,
and is an official language in Morocco. Tashlhiyt Berber, the variety
investigated here, is one of three main Berber dialects spoken in
Morocco, and is sufficiently homogeneous for native speakers, who
number an estimated eight to nine million people, to communicate
without difficulty (Stroomer 2008).
Tashlhiyt is well documented in terms of its grammar (Aspinion 1953).

There are analyses of its phoneme inventory, syllable structure andmorpho-
phonological alternations (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002 and references therein).
Moreover, phonetic recordings of a number of specific segmental phenom-
ena are available, and have been annotated and analysed (e.g. Ouakrim 1993,
Ridouane 2007, 2008, Hermes et al. 2011, Ridouane & Fougeron 2011).

2.1 Syllable structure

According to some analyses (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988, 2002),
Tashlhiyt has syllables without vocalic nuclei, resulting in particularly
long consonantal sequences (but see Coleman 1996, 1999, 2001 for an al-
ternative account).
In addition to the typologically common syllables with vocalic nuclei V,

CV, VC and CVC, the language has been described as having consonant-
only syllables Z, CZ, ZC and CZC.1 According to Dell & Elmedlaoui
(1985, 1988, 2002), all consonant types are allowed in syllable nucleus po-
sition, even a voiceless stop, as exemplified in (1) (syllable boundaries are
indicated by dots).

(1) /t'.k›t/
/t≤.XÒt/
/tÍ.dït/
/tÒ.tÙt/

Sonorants
Fricatives
Voiced stops
Voiceless stops

‘You arrived.’
‘You fainted.’
‘You are wet.’
‘She sprained it.’

1 The symbol C refers to the phonetic categorisation of segments rather than their
function in the syllable. It is used in the spirit of Pike’s ‘contoid’ (1943).
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The analysis results from a syllabification algorithm that goes through
the sonority scale from highest to lowest, assigning the syllable nucleus
to the most sonorous segments in a sequence, according to the following
scale: low vowels > high vowels > liquids > nasals > voiced fricatives >
voiceless fricatives > voiced plosives > voiceless plosives (cf. Dell &
Elmedlaoui 1985).2 In addition to sonority requirements, the competition
between segments is governed by well-formedness conditions, such as a
dispreference for complex subsyllabic constituents (onset, coda) and onset-
less syllables.
The main sources of evidence for syllabification are judgements about

well-formedness in versification (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002, Ridouane
2008), morphological regularities that can be captured straightforwardly
if this syllabification is assumed (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002) and native-
speaker intuitions (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002, Ridouane et al. 2014).
However, words like those in (1) may surface phonetically with one or
more vocoids that have a schwa-like quality. The above authors treat
these vocoids as phonetic artefacts, resulting from the articulatory realisa-
tion of the consonantal sequences they appear to break up (Dell &
Elmedlaoui 1985, 2002, 2008, Ridouane 2008, Ridouane & Fougeron
2011). Support for this analysis comes from the observation that vocoids
frequently surface next to voiced segments and rarely surface within hom-
organic sequences, which have unreleased consonants (but see Dell &
Elmedlaoui 2008 for exceptions). Thus they are assumed to be largely pre-
dictable from the laryngeal and supralaryngeal specification of the conso-
nantal environment.
However, this analysis has been challenged (e.g. Coleman 1996, 1999,

2001, Angoujard 1997, Louali 1999, Louali & Puech 2000). For instance,
Coleman (2001) affords vocoids a phonological status, treating them as
epenthetic vowels that occupy an empty nucleus position, leading to the
syllabification of words such as in (1) as /t@s.X@ft/ rather than /t≤.XÒt/.
In the remainder of this paper, we refer to this account as the ‘nuclear
schwa’ account.
While arguments in favour or against the different analyses are based on

phonotactic and metrical evidence, it might be informative to look at other
levels of prosodic organisation, as suggested by Gordon & Nafi (2012).
They suggest that there may be two types of vocoid, one intrusive,
playing no role in the phonology (see Hall 2006 for extensive discussion),
and one with a phonological role in terms of its tone-bearing qualities.
Although in Tashlhiyt these vocoids do not contribute to syllable weight
for versification in traditional songs, they can nonetheless align with
musical notes (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2008, Dell 2011): ‘schwas may not be
metrically relevant … but they are nonetheless relevant in singing, as
they participate in the mapping of the text onto the melody’ (Dell &
Elmedlaoui 2008: 152).

2 In their subsequent work, Dell & Elmedlaoui use a less fine-grained sonority scale,
with no distinction between voiced and voiceless obstruents.
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For example, consider a disyllabic word (e.g. /ad.rar/ ‘mountain’), pro-
duced in a song with a sequence of twomusical notes X and Y. Themusical
notes are aligned to the two vowels in a one-to-one mapping. However, in
words with no vowel but with sonorant consonants, the musical notes can
either be realised on the sonorant consonants or on transitional vocoids
within the consonant cluster (e.g. /n.Sîk/ [nSrk] or [n@Sr@k] ‘we share’).
Dell & Elmedlaoui (2008) report free alternation between these two
forms. Furthermore, if the word contains a syllable with neither a lexical
vowel nor a sonorant consonant (such as the second syllable of /tμ.dÍt/
‘you regret’), there are three options: (i) the second musical note is not re-
alised at all, (ii) it is realised on a vocoid or (iii) it is realised earlier, resulting
in two notes aligned to the first syllable /tμ/.
Dell & Elmedlaoui argue that vocoids serve as carriers of musical notes

in singing and are thus relevant for a description of musical form, suggest-
ing that they could be relevant for the description of intonational tones too.
However, Dell & Elmedlaoui maintain that despite their role in singing,
they do not need to be considered as phonological entities (2008: 177–
182), since they do not play a role in syllabification or in metre (2008:
55). We return to this in the interpretation of the results in §3.2.5.

2.2 Stress and intonation

In terms of stress and intonation, Tashlhiyt Berber is particularly challen-
ging. Due to its rare phonotactic patterns, the phonetic opportunity
afforded for the execution of intonational pitch movements is exceptionally
limited. While research on the language has mainly concentrated on ele-
ments lower in the prosodic tree such as the syllable, little is known
about its metrical structure. Dell & Elmedlaoui point out that stress
accent is likely to be a property of units larger than words, rather than
being part of the lexical representation. Even before this, Applegate
(1958: 9) noted in his grammar of Tashlhiyt:

stress patterns referred to here apply only to utterances consisting of a
single word. If the utterance contains more than one word, the stress is
reduced slightly on all vowels except those in the final word. It can be
said, therefore, that primary stress occurs only at the end of an utterance.

Tonal aspects of Tashlhiyt are reported to interact with its phonotactic
patterns. Based on preliminary observations and native-speaker intuitions,
Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985) provide an analysis of optional syllabification in
intonation phrase final position which goes hand in hand with the place-
ment of intonational tones. For example, when the word /igidr/ ‘eagle’ is
at the end of a phrase with interrogative intonation, a rising F0 contour
can occur on the final /r/, in which case it is analysed as a syllable
nucleus and thus a tone-bearing unit (resulting in /i.gi.dî/).
Alternatively, within this analysis, the final consonant can ‘lose’ its syllabic
status, and be annexed to the previous syllable (resulting in /i.gidr/). In
this case, the F0 peak is on the second vowel /i/. They propose an optional
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rule of prepausal annexation, turning trisyllabic /i.gi.dî/ into disyllabic
/i.gidr/, with a final complex coda. This analysis is supported by
Elmedlaoui’s intuitions about syllable count and acceptability of F0 peak
placement. According to Dell & Elmedlaoui, this alternation is only ob-
servable when the word has a final sonorant consonant, which would
either form the nucleus of a light syllable or be part of a complex coda.
They state that ‘similar observations can be made with other intonations’
(Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985: 119).
The question arises as to whether this constitutes variation in the phono-

logical association of the intonational tone or whether it should be seen as
variation in phonetic alignment. We take association to be discrete, refer-
ring to a phonological linking of a tone with a tone-bearing unit, and align-
ment to be continuous, referring to the exact position of a tone in relation
to a landmark in the speech signal, such as the edge of a constituent (see e.g.
Ladd 2008). Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985: 119) explicitly claim that the into-
national tone is ‘assigned to the last tone-bearing unit’, which they define
as a syllable with a sonorant nucleus (vowel or sonorant consonant), indi-
cating that there may be evidence for a discrete location of tones, and thus a
phonological association. Furthermore, they also discuss the importance of
sonority and syllable weight, both of which play a relevant role in other
areas of the linguistic system of Tashlhiyt (e.g. Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002).
In many languages, tonal association is determined by word stress (e.g.

Ladd 2008). For instance, in many dialects of Arabic a pitch accent is typ-
ically associated with a lexically stressed syllable (Chahal & Hellmuth
2014). As pointed out above, the very existence of word stress in
Tashlhiyt has been called into question. Nonetheless, Gordon & Nafi
(2012) have recently found evidence for word-level prominence. Their in-
vestigation of three acoustic correlates of potential phonological promi-
nence (F0, intensity and duration) revealed that word-final syllables have
greater intensity than their counterparts in the penultimate syllable of a
word. Moreover, as they point out, phrase-final and, to a lesser degree,
word-final nuclei were consistently lengthened, although it is difficult to
tease apart the effect of word- or phrase-level prominence from word- or
phrase-level lengthening (also referred to as domain-final lengthening; e.g.
Beckman & Edwards 1990). Interestingly, Gordon & Nafi also found that
phrase-final syllables were associated with a higher F0 than other syllables,
and interpret this as a reflex of a high pitch accent. Predictably, this H tone
was phonetically more salient when associated with sonorant nuclei (vowel
or sonorant consonant) thanwith voiced obstruent nuclei. Phrase-final high
pitch can be a result of afinal rise to a highboundary (analysed as a boundary
tone fi), which is common in list intonation, for example.
Gordon & Nafi report that phrase-final syllables with voiceless obstru-

ent nuclei often surfaced with interconsonantal vocoids that provided a
phonetic context for a F0 peak. Moreover, there were more vocoids in
the final syllable (both at word and phrase level) than in the penult.
They speculate that the presence of these vocoids might be due to the ne-
cessity to realise a communicatively relevant pitch movement in that
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position. This fits in with the observations by Dell & Elmedlaoui (2008)
and Dell (2011) on singing discussed above, in which vocoids are said to
bear musical notes.
Nonetheless, we cannot rule out an alternative explanation for the pres-

ence of vocoids towards the end of words and phrases: at least in English,
phrase-final position goes hand in hand with a reduction in overlap of ar-
ticulatory gestures (Edwards et al. 1991). This reduction in overlap results
in more space for open transitions (and thus vocalic elements) between the
oral release and subsequent constriction. This is the case regardless of ac-
centuation or any requirement to produce a particular pitch movement.
Gordon & Nafi’s study provided evidence that certain elements of the

utterance are highlighted through a combination of segmental prominence
and pitch movement. Whether this is a manifestation of word stress or not
is unclear, partly due to the nature of the corpus (isolated words and words
with a following adverb), making it difficult to tease apart whether a tone is
purely delimitative (in terms of an edge tone) or prominence-lending (in
terms of a pitch accent) and whether an apparent segmental prominence
is a result of modifications in gestural organisation at the edges of phrases.
A first instrumental investigation on intonational tones in slightly longer

sentences was conducted by Grice et al. (2011), who investigated the
nature and distribution of an intonation phrase medial H tone in declarative
sentences for three speakers. The target word was placed in a constant carrier
phrase and was implicitly contrasted with other target words in the same ex-
periment (/inna TARGET ba™ra/ ‘he said TARGET a lot’). They obtained a F0
peak on the penultimate syllable of the utterance (i.e. /ba™/) followed by a
fall to low pitch (represented as a HL boundary sequence). Unlike Gordon
& Nafi, they did not find a final rise in pitch at the end of the phrase.
Instead, they found an F0 peak earlier in the phrase (represented as a H
tone). The distribution of this phrase-medial H peak was highly dependent
on the segmental make-up of the target word: the F0 peak was consistently
located on a sonorant nucleus in the target word, if one was available.
Moreover, if two sonorant nuclei were available in the target word (e.g.
/f'.k'f/ ‘on skin patches’) the F0 peak occurred on the rightmost of the two.
If the target word contained no sonorants, the location of H was highly vari-
able: it was either on a vocoid within the word or on a lexical vowel before the
target word (i.e. on /inna/). Recall that similar strategies have also been
reported formusical notes (which can alignwith either a vocoid in the syllable
associated with the note or with the preceding syllable; see §2.1).
Grice et al. (2011) thus showed (i) that F0 peaks corresponding to H

tones can occur utterance-medially, (ii) that the location of the H is
affected by the segmental makeup of the target word, (iii) that the H
may be located on a transitional vocoid (or even on a vowel before the
target word) and (iv) that the H might be used to mark contrast or some
other kind of prominence. However, since these recordings were made
for an independent articulatory experiment (Hermes et al. 2011), this
study was exploratory in nature, and lacked the necessary control to
tease apart the different factors affecting F0 peak placement.
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In the current study we investigate tonal placement, controlling for seg-
mental make-up and introducing an explicit contrast. To investigate the in-
tonation patterns with respect to the function they perform, we also
recorded two different sentence modalities, in the form of polar questions
and contrastive statements. We explicitly tested the validity of Dell &
Elmedlaoui’s observations that intonational tones are associated with tone-
bearing units, and that sonority and syllable weight affect this association.

3 Reading task

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Speakers. Four native speakers of Tashlhiyt (2 female (S1, S2) and
2 male (S3, S4)) were recorded. All speakers lived in Paris at the time of
recording, but had spent at least their first 24 years in Morocco, and
reported using the language frequently, for example with family and
friends. The age of the subjects ranged from 31 to 46. All of the partici-
pants reported being able to speak Moroccan Arabic, Standard Arabic
and French, as is common for native Tashlhiyt speakers. Two of the par-
ticipants were able to speak English as well.

3.1.2 Speech materials. We controlled the segmental properties of the
target words, so as to investigate the interaction of sonority and weight
as determining factors in tonal association (cf. Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985).
In addition, we manipulated sentence modality, using the structures
most frequently produced in the semi-spontaneous elicitation task
described in Appendix A, as shown in (2).

(2) a.

b.

c.

/ ‘Did he say ‘she did’?’

‘He didn’t say ‘she did’.’

‘He said ‘she has it’.’

is
int

/

/

i−nna
3masc.sg-say

t−skr/
3fem.sg−do

ur
neg

i−nna
3masc.sg−say

t−skr/
3fem.sg−do

i−nna
3masc.sg-say

t−ili=t/
3fem.sg-have=3masc.sg.do

We recorded 28 pairs of disyllabic target words, which varied in the son-
ority of the nucleus of both syllables. Corresponding members of a pair
differ in the syllable weight of the final syllable (CV vs. CVC). Stimuli
were selected to cover a wide range of segment types. Two different
words were used for each combination of syllable types. Table I shows
the make-up of the syllabic nucleus in the penultimate and final syllables,
with examples (see Appendix B for the full list of target words).3

3 We use a form of Latin script that is employed by our informants for reading and
writing in both Tashlhiyt and Moroccan Arabic. Note that this orthography
diverges from the academic Berber Latin script. For example, pharyngealised con-
sonants are indicated by capitals, and geminates by double consonants. In this paper
we use this script in our illustrations and lists of target words.
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3.1.3 Procedure. Recordings were made in a soundproof booth at the
Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie in Paris for three of the subjects
(S1, S3 and S4), and in a quiet room for S2. The reading was recorded
using a Marantz PMD 660 solid-state recorder at a sampling rate of 44·1
kHz, and a Shure SM10A head-mounted microphone. Before recording
began, participants were asked to read a word-list to the experimenter,
to ensure that they were familiar with all the items in the experiment.
They were then seated in front of a computer screen, and read out ortho-
graphically presented materials containing the target words along the lines
of (2), as pairs of slides like those in Fig. 1.
Slide sequences were presented in random order. In slide 1 a target word

(A) is in a polar question. In slide 2 the same target word is presented in a
negative statement, followed by a different target word (B) in a contrastive
statement. Because of the previous negative statement, the second target
word is explicitly contrasted (corrective focus). The negative statement
served merely as a context to trigger this contrast, and is not analysed
further. In both the polar question and the contrastive statement, the
target word is located at the right edge of the intonational phrase. Each
target word appeared in both positions three times, resulting in 336
tokens per speaker (the 14 phonotactic conditions in Appendix BX2

Table I
Examples of target words and conditions, each condition consisting of two item

pairs. The members of each pair di‰er in syllable weight. V=vowel, S=sonorant
consonant, N=nasal, L=liquid, O=obstruent ([+voice] and [—voice]). Examples
are given in the Latin script used here (see note 3) and in phonemic transcription.

A

final orthographic

tiri, tirit
tnza, tnzam
tugl, tuglt

group

V
S
V

penultimate

V
V
S

B N
L
S

L
N
S

tmdl, tmdlt
trkm, trkmt
tndm, tndmt

phonemic

/tiri, tirit/
/tnza, tnzam/
/tugl, tuglt/

/tmdl, tmdlt/
/trkm, trkmt/
/tndm, tndmt/

C S
O[+voi]

S
O[—voi]

O[+voi]
S

O[—voi]
S

D1 O[+voi]
O[+voi]
O[—voi]

O[+voi]
O[—voi]
O[+voi]

trkz, trkzt
tbdr, tbdrt
trks, trkst
tskr, tskrt

/trkz, trkzt/
/tbdr, tbdrt/
/trks, trkst/
/tskr, tskrt/

tbdg, tbdgt
t3cq, t3cqt

hfDR, hfDRt

/tbdg, tbdgt/
/t„Sq, t„Sqt/

/™fd/¶, ™fd/¶t/

D2 O[—voi] O[—voi] tkcf, tkcft /tkSf, tkSft/
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words per conditionX2 syllable weights (light vs. heavy)X2 sentence mo-
dalities (statement vs. question)X3 repetitions).

3.1.4 Analyses. All acoustic material was manually annotated, employ-
ing the following labelling criteria. The location of the F0 peaks under in-
vestigation was judged by ear and subsequently confirmed by visual
inspection of the F0 contour and spectrogram provided by Praat
(Boersma & Weenink 2012). Around the rise-contour area we identified
local maxima in the F0 contour by hand (assigning them the label H).
To ascertain interrater reliability in F0 peak placement, a randomly
selected subset of the words containing sonorants (10% of the total
number of stimuli) was transcribed by two independent transcribers.
For these words there was 100% agreement as to the location of the F0
peak on the penultimate or final syllables, confirming the impressionistic
observation that the F0 peak location is easy to perceive. As the obstru-
ent-only words were more difficult to analyse, all of these tokens were la-
belled by the two transcribers. Agreement was 96% (see note 5 for further
information). Only cases where transcribers agreed were further analysed.
For the acoustic analysis of the segments, we identified segmental

boundaries of the target word in the acoustic waveform. To do this, we
examined an oscillogram and a wideband spectrogram simultaneously.
All segmental boundaries of vowels and consonant were labelled at
abrupt changes in the spectra at the time the closure was formed or
released: this was the case for nasals, laterals (especially in the spectra for
the intensity of higher formants) and fricatives (at random noise patterns
in the higher-frequency regions).

3.2 Results

3.2.1 General properties of the pitch contours. In both sentence types there
was a rise to a F0 peak, followed by a fall in F0 that was occasionally trun-
cated. This truncation was speaker-dependent, and appeared to be related
to the position of the peak: while speakers S1 and S2 placed the F0 peaks
consistently later (in both sentence modalities) and thus sometimes trun-
cated the fall considerably, speakers S3 and S4 placed the F0 peaks

Figure 1
Form of elicitation materials (in translation) presented to

subjects on consecutive slides for reading aloud.

Did he say target A?
He didn’t say target A.

He said target B.

slide 2slide 1
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earlier and showed less truncation. In general, polar questions had an
overall higher pitch register and greater pitch range, a steeper rise to the
F0 peak and a slightly later F0 peak, resulting in more truncation.

3.2.2 Tonal placement in target words with at least one vowel. We first con-
sider target words that contain typologically common segment sequences,
i.e. those with at least one vowel (group A in Table I). In these target
words, the F0 peak location showed some degree of variation. It was
located either on the final syllable or on the penultimate syllable. If we
examine the F0 peak placement distribution categorically, there was a
strong overall preference for the F0 peak to be on the final syllable (78%
of all cases). With respect to the segmental properties of the words,
vowels are preferred over sonorant consonants, and heavy syllables over
light syllables, as shown for each speaker separately in Table II. These ten-
dencies are found in both sentence modalities, although questions are gen-
erally more often produced with a final F0 peak (90%) than statements
(65%). This results in ceiling effects in questions: if the final syllable con-
tains a vowel or is heavy, it always receives the final F0 peak; if it contains a
sonorant consonant and the penult contains a vowel, three speakers (S1, S2
and S4) still place the F0 peak on the final syllable in the majority of cases.

3.2.3 Tonal placement in target words with sonorant consonants but no
vowels. We now turn to typologically less common segment sequences,
looking at target words that contain no vowel but at least one sonorant con-
sonant (groups B and C in Table I). In target words with only one sonorant
consonant in the syllable nucleus position (group C; e.g. /r/ in /tî.kÇ, tÍ.dî/),
the F0 peakwas predominantly located on that syllable (92%).This is consis-
tent with the results reported in Grice et al. (2011). If the target word con-
tained two sonorant consonants in syllable nucleus position (group B in

Table II
Mean proportion (%) of F0 peak location on the final syllable in

contrastive statements and polar questions for each speaker, depending
on the syllable nucleus of the penultimate and final syllable (V=vowel,
S=sonorant consonant) and weight of the final syllable (light or heavy).

º58·3
º75·0
100

S1

contrastive statement

V.S
V.V
S.V

light
heavy

polar question

total

º61·1
º94·4

0
ºº0
º81·8

S2

º29·4
º23·5

º66·7
100
100

S3

º79·0
100

º75·0
º10·0
100

S4

º55·6
º75·0

º51·1
º47·8
º95·8

º56·9
º73·9

º76·9
100
100

S1 total

º84·2
100

º63·6
100
100

S2

º76·5
100

º50·0
100
100

S3

º66·7
100

º91·7
100
100

S4

º94·4
100

º70·8
100
100

º80·6
100

ºº
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Table I), the F0 peak location showed considerable variation. Again, the
observed patterns of distribution resemble those discussed in §3.2.2. There
was a strong preference for placing the F0 peak on the final syllable (73% of
all cases), questions were more often produced with a final F0 peak (85%)
than statements (61%) and heavy syllableswere preferred over light syllables.
Moreover, similarly to target words containing vowels, some of the variation
can be captured by the nature of the segment in syllable-nucleus position.
Syllables containing a liquid (/r l/) were more often produced with a F0
peak than syllables containing a nasal (/m n/), as shown in Table III.
Taking the results presented in Tables II and III together, the effect of

the syllable nucleus on H-tone placement can be captured in terms of rela-
tive sonority. This relation has already been argued to play a role in deter-
mining syllabification patterns in the language. Thus we claim that
syllables containing more sonorous segments are more likely to bear a H
tone than syllables containing less sonorous segments.
Figure 2 displays the overall results for target words with vowels and/or

sonorant consonants. A comparison of (a) and (b) shows that there is an
overall tendency for an intonational H tone to be placed on the final syl-
lable, and that this tendency is greater in polar questions than in contras-
tive statements. If we look at each of the sentence modalities separately, we
can see that in both cases the peak is preferentially placed on the final syl-
lable if the penult is less sonorous than the final syllable (pen<fin), and if
the final syllable is heavy rather than light.

3.2.4 Tonal placement variation. Having captured factors determining
F0 peak placement, we now turn to the nature of the variation observed.
In the material discussed, there is a considerable amount of variation
across speakers. As shown in Tables II and III, speakers S1, S3 and S4
showed an overall preference for placing the F0 peak on the final syllable,

Table III
Mean proportion (%) of F0 peak location on the final syllable in

contrastive statements and polar questions for each speaker, depending
on the syllable nucleus of the penultimate and final syllable (N=nasal,

L=liquid) and weight of the final syllable (light or heavy).

º41·7
º66·7
100

S1

contrastive statement

L.N
N.N/L.L

N.L

light
heavy

polar question

total

º55·6
º82·4

ºº0
ºº0
º41·7

S2

ºº5·9
º22·2

º58·3
º75·0
100

S3

º64·7
º88·9

º50·0
100
100

S4

º83·3
º83·3

º37·5
º61·7
º84·8

º52·9
º69·0

º72·7
º83·3
100

S1 total

º72·2
100

º45·5
º83·3
100

S2

º61·1
º94·1

º75·0
º83·3
100

S3

º72·2
100

º75·0
º91·7
100

S4

º77·8
100

º67·4
º85·4
100

º70·8
º98·6
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Figure 2
Mean proportion (in %) of F0 peak location on the final syllable as a function

of sonority relations between the penultimate and the final syllable and the
weight of the final syllable (light or heavy) for (a) contrastive statements and

(b) polar questions, pooled across speakers (target groups A and B in Table I).
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Figure 3
Representative waveforms and F0 contours of two realisations by speaker S3
of (a) the contrastive statement /inna tµ.d›/ ‘He said ‘she regretted’.’ and (b)

the polar question /is inna tµ.d›/ ‘Did he say ‘she regretted’?’. The two
realisations of each sentence illustrate variation in F0 peak placement.
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while speaker S2’s peak placement was highly dependent on sentence mo-
dality. She strongly preferred to place the F0 peak in contrastive state-
ments on the penult, and in polar questions on the final syllable. This
effect of sentence modality on F0 peak position was also found for speakers
S1, S3 and S4, but to a lesser extent.
Crucially, there was also variation within speakers. As illustrated in

Fig. 3, the same speaker could produce either penultimate or final peaks
in either of the sentence modalities, even with the same target word.
This type of variation is also found in target words containing vowels
(e.g. /tu.g'/), although to a lesser degree. This variation in F0 peak place-
ment was not gradual. The distribution of the F0 peak is clearly bimodal,
as shown in Fig. 4, indicating that it was either on the penult or on the final
syllable, but rarely in between. In other words, there is evidence for a con-
sistent alignment of the tone to a particular structural unit, the syllable.
This consistency in alignment can be interpreted as a phonological associ-
ation of the tone to a syllable. Thus this pattern of alignment gives us a first
indication that we are dealing with discrete association of tones to a tone-
bearing unit, as assumed by Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985).
To sum up, the placement of tones in words with sonorant nuclei

(vowels and sonorant consonants) seems highly complex and clearly
subject to the influence of a number of interacting factors. We have iden-
tified four of these: more sonorous nuclei are more likely to co-occur with
the F0 peak, heavy syllables are more likely to co-occur with the F0 peak
than light syllables, interrogatives are more likely than declaratives to be
realised with a F0 peak located on the final syllable and there is a general
preference for rightmost syllables to bear the F0 peak. The weighting of

Figure 4
Distribution of F0 peak position relative to the penultimate and final

syllables (normalised duration; divided into 30 equal bins for each
syllable). F0 peaks on all target words with a sonorant nucleus (target
groups A–C in Table I; n=846). Note that there are no F0 peaks in
the earlier portions of either syllable, as shown by the empty bins.
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these different factors, and the extent to which they interact, is to some
degree speaker-dependent, and remains unclear. We also confirmed Dell
& Elmedlaoui’s observation that tonal placement in Tashlhiyt is to some
extent freely alternating: there were numerous cases where the same
speaker produced different F0 peak locations on the same target word in
identical contexts. Moreover, the observed F0 peaks seem to be consistent-
ly aligned to a particular syllable, underpinning the hypothesis of a phono-
logical association to a tone-bearing unit.

3.2.5 F0 peak placement in target words with no available sonorant. If the
target word contained neither a lexical vowel nor a sonorant consonant
(group D in Table I), it sometimes had no F0 peak at all (Fig. 5a).4
Alternatively, the F0 peak was either on a transitional vocoid within the
consonantal string of the target word (b) or on a vowel in the previous
word, i.e. on /a/ of /inna/ (c). The patterns in (b) and (c) were also
found in Grice et al.’s (2011) study, in which the target word was
phrase-medial. The difference in realisation in the current study was to
some extent speaker-dependent: for example, speaker S3 placed the F0
peak on a vowel in the previous word relatively frequently, while the
other speakers only rarely produced this pattern.5 However, all speakers
showed instances of all three patterns. Furthermore, all three patterns
were found for both sentence modalities.
It has to be stressed here that the pattern in Fig. 5c was only found in

utterances containing target words made up entirely of obstruents.
Thus, to account for differences in the observed tonal patterns, we need
to differentiate between syllables made up entirely of obstruents and
those containing sonorants. Following Dell & Elmedlaoui’s (1985, 1988,
2002) syllabification model, this distinction is made referring to syllables
with a sonorant nucleus (/tμ.d›/ ‘she regretted’ and /ti.li/ ‘ewe’) and
those without (/tÙ.SÒ/ ‘it dried’). In the ‘nuclear schwa’ account, in which
an epenthetic vowel may occupy an empty syllable-nucleus position, we
would need to differentiate between syllables with a lexical vowel and
those with an epenthetic vowel. In the latter case, we would also need to
differentiate between those with a sonorant coda and those without. In
that account, it would be the words with lower sonority in the coda that
would allow for the pattern in Fig. 5c. Regardless of syllable structure, dis-
tinctions between sonorants and obstruents have been made in the analysis
of other languages (e.g. in Japanese, Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988 take
the sonorant mora to be the tone-bearing unit).

4 Impressionistically, prominence was manifested through loudness and the spectral
properties of the obstruents. Since we did not have enough tokens to do a reliable
comparison across the conditions, we leave this for future research.

5 It has to be noted here that it was not straightforward to decide whether there was a
F0 peak and where exactly it was located. Cases in which the transcribers did not
agree or where transcribers had low confidence were excluded. These usually
entailed a hat-like pattern, with a very slight rise up to the F0 peak.
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All three patterns in Fig. 5 are akin to patterns obtained in singing (as
detailed in §2.1). The frequency of occurrence of these tonal realisations
was not dependent on sentence modality, i.e. they were distributed
equally across both questions and statements. Thus, even if a word was ex-
plicitly contrasted (‘she didn’t say X, she said Y’), the H tone did not
always occur on this word, but was frequently located on the preceding
word (/inna/) instead.
As predicted by several authors (e.g. Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002, 2008,

Ridouane & Fougeron 2011), transitional vocoids did not occur between
homorganic consonants (e.g. between /q/ and /›/ in /„‹.q›/). Their pres-
ence was thus to some degree dependent on the articulatory properties of
the surrounding consonants. Note that this differs from Dell &
Elmedlaoui’s (2008) findings for singing, in which vocoids were also
found in homorganic clusters. Although the absence of vocoids in the
present study might be due to the limited range of phonotactic patterns,
vocoids were nonetheless obtained in voiceless clusters (group D2 in
Table I, in line with other studies, e.g. Puech & Louali 1999, Coleman
2001, Gordon & Nafi 2012). Importantly, these were always accompanied
by a H tone (as shown for [tk.S@f] in Fig. 5b). Note that this is not an idio-
syncratic or spurious result, as such vocoids were present in voiceless clus-
ters in the production of all four speakers. Of the obstruent-only words

Figure 5
Waveform and F0 contours for three realisations of /is inna tÙSÒ/ ‘Did he say ‘it
dried’?’, (a) with no tonal prominence manifested through F0 (speaker S2), (b)
with a F0 peak on a transitional vocoid between /S/ and /Ò/ (speaker S1) and (c)

with a F0 peak on the final vowel of the preceding word (speaker S3).
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with voiceless clusters, 23% of all analysed realisations (n=288) had a tran-
sitional vocoid bearing a F0 peak (S1: 21%; S2: 28%; S3: 21%; S4: 22%).
This might be taken as evidence against a phonetic account that describes
these vocoids as being entirely predictable from the laryngeal and supra-
laryngeal specifications of the consonantal environment.
However, the presence of these vocalic elements between voiceless

obstruents may be due to factors leading to reduction in overlap of articu-
latory gestures. Recall the interpretation of Gordon & Nafi’s study in §2.2,
in which it was suggested that this reduction in overlap (also referred to as
‘underlap’) may be due to a slowing down of the articulation in phrase-final
position (Browman & Goldstein 2000, Byrd & Saltzman 2003). An alter-
native interpretation is that the slowing down occurs because the word is
contrasted, and therefore prominent (see Mücke & Grice 2014 for dura-
tional adjustments due to prominence in German). Prosodically triggered
gestural adjustments not only affect oral gestures, but also laryngeal ges-
tures. Since there is evidence that complex voiceless clusters in
Tashlhiyt have to be considered as sequences of glottal opening gestures
(Ridouane et al. 2007), a slowing down of the articulation might result
in an underlap of glottal opening gestures. If glottal opening gestures are
pulled apart sufficiently, glottal adduction can occur. This in turn would
lead to an articulatory configuration that gives rise to a vowel-like
element (Goldstein 2011).
In other words, the fact that there is voicing in a voiceless environment

does not necessarily mean that the vocoid is a syllable nucleus. The
voicing could still be attributed to a gestural reorganisation for the
purpose of marking/lending prominence. Furthermore, the slowing
down may be related to the tone itself. Katsika et al. (2014) found for
Greek that articulation was slowed down on syllables bearing intonational
tones. These tones were not pitch accents, but phrase accents (Grice et al.
2000), i.e. tones that have both edge-marking and prominence-lending
functions.
This account is also consistent with Ridouane & Fougeron’s (2011)

study, which found no vocoids breaking up voiceless clusters in words
that already contained a vowel. It would also support Gordon & Nafi’s
(2012) suggestion that the pressure to realise the F0 peak in what they
analyse as a pitch accent could be playing a role in realising these
vocoids. We return to the issue of how to analyse the tone and its functions
in the general discussion of tonal association below.

4 General discussion
4.1 Factors determining F0 peak placement

Our results point to four competing factors affecting the location of the F0
peak. They can be stated as in (3).
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(3) a.
The rightmost syllable attracts the F0 peak. This is a general tendency
and can be seen as a baseline for the other factors.

Syllable position

b.
The syllable with the most sonorous nucleus attracts the F0 peak.
Sonority

c.
Heavy syllables attract the F0 peak.
Weight

d.
Polar questions attract a final F0 peak, contrastive statements a F0
peak on the penult.

Sentence modality

The competition amongst these factors leads to a probabilistic distribu-
tion of F0 peak placement across the different conditions.
It is possible to account for the tendency to place F0 peaks late in the

phrase and on the most sonorous syllable in terms of phonetic grounding.
A pitch event near the end of the phrase is salient, due to recency effects
(e.g. Healy et al. 2000). Furthermore, a F0 peak later in the phrase may
better highlight the target word (that is phrase-final in our case): F0 peak
delay has a similar effect to an increase in peak height (Gussenhoven
2004), which is often used for emphasis (Ladd & Morton 1997). In terms
of sonority, a pitch target or contour on a vowel is easier to perceive than
one on a consonant. Even if the consonant is voiced – clearly a prerequisite
for pitch – a pitch target is easier to perceive on nasals and liquids than on
fricatives and stops (e.g. Zhang 2004, Barnes et al. 2014).
The different preferences in polar questions and contrastive statements

might also be considered as functionally motivated, in this case to help dis-
tinguish sentence modality. A final rise in pitch is cross-linguistically
common in polar questions (Ultan 1978, Ohala 1983, 1984, Gussenhoven
2004, although see Rialland 2007). However, it is also fairly common for
a rise to occur on the accented syllable and for a fall to follow it post-
accentually (Grice et al. 2000). In this latter case, the fall occurs on a less
prominent part of the phrase, making the rise the salient feature. The
later rise in polar questions might thus be seen as ensuring that the rise
is the predominant pitch movement over the word. The variability
across the two sentence modalities in this dataset may also reflect the re-
dundant nature of F0 peak location: both morphosyntactic devices (ques-
tion particle) and global pitch cues (cf. §3.2.1) could already be sufficient
for marking sentence modality.
As discussed in §3.2.2–§3.2.4, the variation in F0 peak placement found

in this study supports Dell & Elmedlaoui’s (1985) observation that alterna-
tion in tonal association is determined by the identity of the nucleus and
the weight of the final syllable. We now turn to another of their observa-
tions, that variability in the placement of intonational tones can be
related to syllabification in intonation phrase final position. Recall that
Dell & Elmedlaoui propose an optional rule of prepausal annexation that
transforms a syllabic consonant into a coda. Prepausal annexation allows
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them to make the generalisation that the last tone-bearing unit in the utter-
ance bears the tonal event. Under this assumption, a word such as /tugl/
would be monosyllabic if the F0 peak is on /u/, and disyllabic if it is on
/l/. Even though this analysis reflects native-speaker intuitions on syllable
count and acceptability judgements on the placement of the H tone, it is
not sufficient to explain some of our observations in the present study.
First, disyllabic words containing two vowels can show the same type of

alternation. For instance, in /ti.ri/ ‘she wanted’, the H tone can occur on
either of the vowels, at least in contrastive statements. For native speakers,
words with two vowels are disyllabic, regardless of the position of the H
tone. Thus there appear to be cases in which the position of the H tone
is not related to a different syllabification of the word.
Second, disyllables with a final heavy syllable, e.g. /tu.glt/, showed F0

peak alternation too. According to Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985: 120), pre-
pausal annexation ‘requires the prepausal syllable to be an open one’.
This means that resyllabification cannot account for these cases either.
Thus, although the generalisation that the last tone-bearing unit in the
utterance bears the tone reflects a clear tendency, it is not absolute.

4.2 Tonal association

We have discussed the representation of F0 peak location in terms of
phonological association of a H tone. The tone-bearing units were iden-
tified as syllables with sonorant nuclei. However, we have also observed
that not every such syllable is associated with a tone, leading to the ques-
tion as to what exactly determines association in this language.
Gordon & Nafi (2012) argue that tones are associated with metrically

strong syllables. They interpret increased intensity and duration on
word-final syllables as reflective of metrical strength, and an accompanying
F0 peak as a H pitch-accent tone. The results they obtain point clearly to
this analysis, as the position of the tonal peak was constant across the
different words. The question arises, then, as to why there was so much
variation in peak position in our study and so little in theirs. A close exam-
ination of the word-set used in their study provides an explanation: of the
22 target words, 14 had a heavy final syllable (a factor leading to a prefer-
ence for a final F0 peak in our data). Of the remaining eight target words,
five had an obstruent in penultimate position and a sonorant in the final
syllable (again, this would also have led to a final peak in our data). It is
therefore unsurprising that the peak was consistently on the final syllable
(although there was some degree of alternation; Matt Gordon, personal
communication).
The variability in peak placement found in the productions of all four of

our speakers is difficult to reconcile with an analysis of the H tone as a pitch
accent on a lexically specifiedmetrically strong syllable. Instead, our results
provide support for Dell & Elmedlaoui’s suggestion that tones are ‘a prop-
erty of units larger than words’ (2002: 14). Thus they could be seen as asso-
ciated with postlexical prosodic structures. In this view, not only tone but
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also metrical strength is determined outside the lexicon. This is consistent
with an account in which the H tone is associated with a constituent higher
than the prosodic word, since we have seen that, if the target word contains
no sonorants, the tone can be placed on a syllable outside the target word.
The semi-spontaneous recordings indicate that polar questions and con-
trastive statements have edge tones at different levels in the prosodic hier-
archy. Further recordings are needed to confirm this, however.
The fact that there is a general rightmost tendency in both questions and

statements points to an analysis of the H tone as a right peripheral tone – an
edge tone. However, this tone can be associated with specific syllables (if
the nucleus of the syllable is sonorant). In line with the proposed analysis
of intonation phrase medial tones in Grice et al. (2011), one could account
for this association as a secondary association of a phrasal edge tone to a
tone-bearing unit (Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988, Grice et al. 2000).
The F0 peak in both contrastive statements and polar questions could
thus be analysed as final edge tones seeking a secondary association to a syl-
lable. This association has been shown to lead to increases in intensity and
duration (Katsika et al. 2014), explaining Gordon & Nafi’s observations
and their subsequent analysis involving a pitch accent.
InGrice et al.’s (2000) analysis of the ‘EasternEuropeanQuestionTune’,

edge tones with the possibility of a secondary association to a tone-bearing
unit are referred to as phrase accents. These tones share many of the prop-
erties of pitch accents if they are associated with a tone-bearing unit. Phrase
accents are at once edge tones (‘phrase’) and prominence-lending tones
(‘accent’). This analysis incorporates the insights from Gordon & Nafi as
to the phonetic characteristics of syllables bearing these tones, and captures
the fact that these tones tend to occur near the right edge of phrases.
However, more compelling evidence for this account comes from cases
where a target word has neither vowels nor sonorant consonants. In §3.2.5
we illustrated three possible patterns that may be obtained. The first
pattern has no F0 peak at all. In the second pattern there is a F0 peak on a
vocoid within the target word. The fact that the F0 peak is actually on the
vocoid means that we cannot a priori rule out an association of tones with
syllables containing these vocoids.
However, the third pattern provides evidence against treating syllables

with vocoids like syllables with lexical vowels and sonorants. In this
pattern the F0 peak is anticipated; it is placed on the word before the
target word. Our results point to strong restrictions on the distribution
of this pattern: the F0 peak can only be anticipated if the target word
has no lexical vowels or sonorant consonants. The presence of a vocoid
next to a voiced obstruent does not necessarily cause the peak to occur
on the target word, making the analysis of the vocoid as epenthetic (as in
the ‘nuclear schwa’ account) problematic.
If the F0 peak is anticipated in words made up entirely of voiceless

obstruents, there cannot be a vocoid on the target word at all. Thus,
even though tonal placement cannot be explained in the ‘nuclear schwa’
account, an adequate treatment of the prosodic structure needs to make
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reference to the vocoid: a peak before the target word and a vocoid breaking
up a voiceless cluster in this target word are mutually exclusive. Thus the
vocoid is relevant for the intonational description of the language, even if it
might be the result of prosodically conditioned gestural organisation.
The question arises as to how the placement of the edge tone can be

accounted for without an association to a tone-bearing unit (i.e. a syllable
with a vowel or a sonorant consonant) in the target word. There is evidence
supporting an analysis in which it would simply align with an element with
enoughvoicing or energy tomake it audible.This analysis is also compatible
with Gussenhoven’s (2000) treatment of non-peripheral placement of edge
tones. In his treatment, a distinction is made between ‘association’, equiva-
lent to what we refer to as secondary association to a tone-bearing unit, and
OT ‘alignment’, where a tone is placed close to another tone or a phrase
edge, butwithout reference to anyparticular syllable. InGussenhoven’s ap-
proach, a target wordwith no lexical vowel or sonorant would require theH
tone to simply align with voiced material as close to the edge as possible.
The observed patterns of tonal association need to be considered in the

light of language typology.Although free alternationof secondary association
is so far unattested, somedegree of alternation is observed in a number of lan-
guages, depending on the properties of syllables at or near the phrase edge.
For instance, in Standard Greek, we find secondary association of a phrase
accent to a lexical stress if there is one available; otherwise the edge tone is
close to the phrase edge. Moreover, in Cypriot Greek the phrase accent is
always at the edge (Grice et al. 2000, Arvaniti et al. 2006, Arvaniti 2012).
Cross-linguistically, there are stress and tone systems that are promi-

nence-driven (e.g. de Lacy 2002, 2007). Many languages have weight-
sensitive word stress or tone systems (see Gordon 2006 for an overview).
Sonority is a well-known determinant of phonotactic patterns and syllable
structure. However, languages in which sonority determines structures at
higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy are typologically rare. While sonor-
ity certainly plays a role in many lexical tone systems, the sonority of seg-
ments can also determine word-stress patterns, although this is less
common (cf. de Lacy 2007 for an overview). Thus, both syllable weight
and sonority are known to have an impact on prosodic regularities
within word-prosodic domains. An impact of these factors on prosodic
constituents higher in the prosodic hierarchy has also been reported in
the literature, as in Japanese, which allows secondary association of edge
tones to sonorant moras, but not to non-sonorant moras (Pierrehumbert
& Beckman 1988). Nonetheless, no language has so far been reported to
have such a high degree of variability in the extent to which all of these
factors together affect the placement of tones.

5 Conclusion

We have observed intonation patterns in Tashlhiyt contrastive statements
and polar questions, which we analyse as containing a H-edge tone of a
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prosodic constituent. This constituent is not the same across the two sen-
tence modalities, but the exact nature of the constituent in each case will
require further experimental study. What the two sentence modalities
have in common is that, depending on the segmental make-up of the
words, the edge tone can have a secondary association to a tone-bearing
unit close to its respective edge. Moreover, we have identified the syllable
with a sonorant nucleus as a tone-bearing unit in this language, based on
the distribution of F0 peaks on such syllables.
We have shown that target words with a vocoid do not have the same dis-

tribution patterns for the F0 peak as words with lexical vowels. Although
the F0 peak may phonetically align with vocoids, this only happens under
certain conditions, making this alignment one of last resort. Nonetheless,
we have shown that this vocoid plays a role in the intonation and cannot
be ignored: the presence of the vocoid is not entirely predictable from
the laryngeal and supralaryngeal properties of neighbouring segments –
a vocoid can occur between two voiceless obstruents, and appears to be
at least in part conditioned by prominence. Moreover, it has to be taken
into account for the description of tonal placement in cases of anticipated
F0 peaks (F0 peaks before the target word). Here the similarity with
singing is striking: an intonational tone, like a musical note, can be realised
on a vocoid, can be anticipated (on a previous word or syllable respectively)
or can be left unrealised. In singing, as in speech, the latter two options are
available only if the target word is made up entirely of obstruents.
The variability in the placement of the F0 peak, both within and across

speakers, is attributed to competition between a number of factors
affecting the association of the tone, leading to the conclusion that F0
peaks are preferentially obtained on syllables which can be regarded as pro-
sodically privileged, due either to their peripheral position in the phrase
(rightmost) or to their properties in terms of weight or sonority, two
factors that play a role in other areas of the linguistic system of
Tashlhiyt (versification and syllabification respectively).
Lastly, it may appear that a probabilistic account is only necessary for

describing a language with an attested high degree of variation.
However, as more corpus studies are carried out, it is increasingly
coming to light that many languages have intonational variation at some
level. This variation can be at the level of non-canonical realisations of
communicative functions (‘descriptions very rarely mention alternative
intonations for a particular sentence type’; Cruttenden 1997: 157) or
non-canonical realisation of phonological categories (Niebuhr et al.
2011). Dealing in a principled way with this variation will advance our
understanding of intonation in general.

Appendix A:Validating morphosyntactic patterns

We carried out a semi-spontaneous task in the field to ascertain which morpho-
syntactic structures Tashlhiyt speakers use to express polar questions and
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explicit contrast of the type ‘not X, but Y’. The elicitation method involved pre-
senting short cartoons to nine native speakers of Tashlhiyt (7 men, 2 women;
average age 28·1) to obtain polar questions, negative statements and contrastive
statements, as in Fig. 6. In the cartoons, the first character is shown to utter
something unintelligible. The second asks a third character whether the first
said a particular target word (target A). The third replies that the first did not
say target A, but a different word (target B).

In the majority of cases, speakers used the morphosyntactic patterns given in
(2). These structures correspond to the unmarked word order VSO (cf. e.g. Dell
& Elmedlaoui 2002, Mettouchi & Fleisch 2010). Alternatively, speakers pro-
duced structures in which the target word was fronted and marked for focus
with an enclitic /a(s)/, as in (4). Such structures were less frequent than the struc-
tures given in (2), motivating our choice to take the latter for the reading task.

(4) a.

b.

c.

/ ‘Was it ‘she wanted’ that he said?’

‘He didn’t say ‘she wanted’.’

‘‘It was sold’, he said.’

iz−d
int

/

/

i−nna/
3masc.sg−say

ur
neg

i−nna
3masc.sg−say

t−iri
3fem.sg−want

t−nza
3fem.sg−be.sold

t−iri
3fem.sg−want

as
that

i−nna/
3masc.sg−say

as
that

Appendix B: Full list of target words

final orthographic

tiri, tirit
tili, tilit

V

penult
-imate

V

tnza, tnzam
tmdi, tmdit

S V

tugl, tuglt
tuDn, tuDnt

V S

glosses

‘she wanted’, ‘she wanted it’
‘she has’, ‘she has it’

‘it was sold’, ‘you were sold’
‘she trapped’, ‘you trapped’

‘she hanged’, ‘you hanged’
‘she su‰ered’, ‘you su‰ered’

phonemic

/tiri, tirit/
/tili, tilit/

/tnza, tnzam/
/tmdi, tmdit/

/tugl, tuglt/
/tud/n, tud/nt/

Figure 6
Cartoons used for the elicitation of polar questions, negative

statements and contrastive statements. Participants were assigned to
either the dark grey or the light grey smiley. Both groups were given
all three cartoons, and had to play the roles of their respective smiley.

tskr?
tskr
tilit
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tmdl, tmdlt

tmgr, tmgrt
N L

trkm, trkmt
frkn, frknt

L N

tndm, tndmt
trgl, trglt

S S

trkz, trkzt
tndb, tndbt

S O[+voi]

tbdr, tbdrt

tRml, tRmlt
O[+voi] S

trks, trkst
tlsq, tlsqt

S O[—voi]

tskr, tskrt
tkcm, tkcmt

O[—voi] S

tbdg, tbdgt
tjbd, tjbdk

O[+voi] O[+voi]

t3cq, t3cqt
t3tq, t3tqt

O[+voi] O[—voi]

O[—voi] O[+voi]

tkcf, tkcft
tsxf, tszft

O[—voi] O[—voi]

hfDR, hfDRd
3tqR, 3tqRt

‘she put the lid on’, ‘you put the
lid on’

‘she harvested’, ‘you harvested’

‘she rotted’, ‘you rotted’
‘they (masc/fem) understood’

‘she regretted’, ‘you regretted’
‘she locked’, ‘you locked’

‘she danced’, ‘you danced’
‘she lamented’, ‘you lamented’

‘she mentioned’, ‘you
mentioned’

‘she was mouldy’, ‘you were
mouldy’

‘she hid’, ‘you hid’
‘she stuck’, ‘you stuck’

‘she did’, ‘you did’
‘she got in’, ‘you got in’

‘she was wet’, ‘you were wet’
‘she pulled’, ‘she pulled you’

‘she loved’, ‘you loved’
‘she saved’, ‘you saved’

‘I learnt’, ‘I have learnt by now’
‘I saved’, ‘I saved him’

‘it dried’, ‘you dried’
‘she fainted’, ‘you fainted’

final orthographicpenult
-imate

/tmdl, tmdlt/

/tmgr, tmgrt/

/trkm, trkmt/
/frkn, frknt/

/tndm, tndmt/
/trgl, trglt/

/trkz, trkzt/
/tndb, tndbt/

/tbdr, tbdrt/

/t¶ml, t¶mlt/

/trks, trkst/
/tlsq, tlsqt/

/tskr, tskrt/
/tkSm, tkSmt/

/tbdg, tbdgt/
/tZbd, tZbdk/

/t„Sq, t„Sqt/
/t„tq, t„tqt/

/™fd/¶, ™fd/¶d/
/„tq¶, „tq¶t/

/tkSf, tkSft/
/tsXf, tsXft/

phonemic glosses
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